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Application of internal time and internal variable theories of plasticity 
to complex load histories ( *) 

Notations 

W. BROCKS and J. OLSCHEWSKI (BERLIN) 

Two CONSTITUTIVE models for metals at elevated temperatures, i.e., Chaboche's model of in
ternal variables and the endochronic theory of Valanis are compared to study the efficiency 
and limitations of these models in the case of complex load histories. Several numerical tests for 
strain-controlled homogenous axial torsional loading have been carried out i.e., out-of-phase 
loadings, stair tests and load paths with abrupt changes of the loading direction. The material 
constants are determined from hot tension and low-cycle-fatigue tests of the alloy Nimonic 
PE16. Furthermore, the inelastic behaviour of a notched cylindrical specimen under cyclic 
loading is studied and the results of the two models are discussed. To this end, both models 
have been implemented into a finite element program. The variation of stresses and strains in the 
net section of the notched bar subjected to a random cyclic loading in the transient regime of 
the material will be presented. 

Por6wnano ze sob(! dwa modele metali przy podwyzszonych temperaturach, tj. model Caboche'a 
o zmiennych wewn~trznych oraz endochroniczn(l teori~ Val ani sa; por6wnanie to mialo na celu 
stwierdzenie efektywnosci ich stosowania oraz ewentualnych ograniczen przy zastosowaniu 
do przypadk6w zlozonych historii obci(lzenia. Wykonano szereg pr6b numerycznych odpowia
daj(lcych skr~aniu. Stale materialqwe okreslono z pr6b rozci<tgania oraz zm~czenia nisko
cyklowego przeprowadzonych na stopie Nimonic PE16. Przeanalizowano r6wniez efekty 
niespr~zyste w cylindrycznej pr6bce z karbem w odniesieniu do obu rozwazanych modeli. W tym 
celu wprowadzono oba modele do programu metody element6w skonczonych. 

CpaBHeHbi c co6oM: gse Mogem1 MeTaJIJIOB npH noBbiWeHHbiX TeMnepaTypax, T. e. Mogem. 
Ka6owa c BHYTPeHHHMH nepeMeHHbiMH H :mgoxpoHHqeci<aH TeopHH BanHHHca; 3To cpa
BHeHHe HMeJIO l{eJibiO I<OHCTaTHpoBaTb 3<l><l>ei<THBHOCTb HX npHMeHeHHH H o6HapymHTb Be
poHTHbie orpaHHqeHHH, npH npHMeHeHRH I< cnyllaHM cnomHbiX HCTopuM: HarpymeHHH. Tipo
segeH pHg llHCJieHHbiX HCIIbiTaHHH OTBel!aiOil{HX CI<pyqHBaHHIO. MaTepHaJibHbie IIOCTOIDIHble 
onpegeJieHbl 113 HCIIbiTaHHH paCTHllieHHHH H HH3I<Ol{HI<JIOBOH YCTaJIOCTH, npoBegeHHbiX Ha 
cnnase HHMOHHI< PE16. TipoaHamraupoBaHbi Tome Heynpyrue 3<l><l>ei<Tbi B l{lii<JIHl!eci<oM 
o6paal{e C Hagpe30M ITO OTHOWeHHIO I< o6oMM paCCMaTpHBaeMbiM MogeJIHM. C 3TOH l{eJibiO 
o6e Mogemf BBegeHbl B nporpaMMY MeTOga I<OHel!HbiX 3JieMeHTOB. 

o(z) Dirac function, 
E" effective strain, 

/(~) hardening function (Valanis), 
l/J* measure of ilonproportionality, 

G elastic shear modulus, 
H hardening modulus, 
A strain path-dependent integral, 
p accumulated effective plastic strain, 
p effective plastic strain rate, 

(*) Presented at the 4th Polish-German Symposium on Mechanics of Inelastic Media and Structures, 
Mogilany (Poland), September 1987. 
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134 W. BROCKS AND J. 0LSCHEWSKI 

e(z) kernel in Valanis' constitutive integral equation, 
(j von Mises effective stress, 

a ,.0 yield strength in uniaxial tension test, 
z intrinsic time (Valanis), 
C arc length in the space of plastic strains, 

A = rt.ue1eJ Cauchy back-stress tensor, 
A' deviator of Cauchy back-stress tensor, 
(4) 
C fourth order elasticity tensor, 

E = Ee+EP strain rate tensor (total, elastic, plastic), 
H 1 strain history tensor (Valanis), 

S = aue1eJ Cauchy stress tensor, 
S' deviator of Cauchy stress tensor, 

II Til = liT· ·T ,.,; y' t 1JttJ Euclidean norm of a te~sor T. 

1. Introduction 

IN RECENT years material research and constitutive modelling in the high-temperature 
range have become an increasingly important field of research. On one hand, advances 
in experimental mechanics and, in particular, servo-controlled testing have provided 
novel and comprehensive test data on both the micro and the macro level. On the other 
hand great progress in computational mechanics has made it possible to introduce more 
and more sophisticated constitutive models into the solution of complex initial boundary 
value problems. 

Despite the fact, that one can find a great number of inelastic constitutive equations 
in the literature, the question regarding what kind of model is suitable for inelastic analysis 
is still open. Therefore the demand for an appropriate constitutive equation which is 
able to characterize the three-dimensional material response for a broad variety of 1oad 
histories in the high' temperature range continues. 

The present-paper numerically compares two current constitutive models for metals 
at elevated temperatures. The models chosen for this work are CHABOCHE's model [1, 2] 
and a model based on the endochronic theories of V ALANIS [3, 4], V ALANIS and FAN [5, 6] 
and WATANABE and ATLURI [7, 8]. The first model is a member of the class of internal 
variable theories whereas the second model, based on an intrinsic time measure, represents 
an alternative way of modelling inelastic material behaviour. A summary of the basic 
equations of the two models are given in Sect. 2. The primary objective of this work is 
to study the predictive capabilities of these models in the case of complex loading histories, 
e.g., for nonproportional load paths and load histories with varying strain amplitudes. 
Therefore the rate-independent versions of the two models have been used for convenience 
in the present study. 

The background for this study is the experimentally observed behaviour that cyclic 
hardening is considerably higher under nonproportional loadings when compared to 
proportional loadings, LAMBA and SIDEBOTTOM [9], KANAZAWA and MILLER [10], CAILLE
TAUD et a/. [11], McDOWELL [12], TANAKA et a/. [13], BENALLAL and MARQUIS [14]. 
Because of the fact that the additional hardening is generally dependent on the shape of 
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APPLICATION OF INTERNAL TIME AND INTERNAL VARIABLE THEORIES ••• 135 

the loading path, the two models have been applied to a broad variety of biaxial non-pro
portional straihings generated in smooth tubular tension-torsion · specimens. Examples 
of the numerically carried out tension-torsion experiments are out-of-phase loadings, 
stair-tests and loading paths with abrupt changes of the loading direction. An overview 
of the numerical tests analyzed in the present study is given in Sect. 3. Furthermore, an 
attempt is made to classify the nonproportional tests with respect to their nonproportio
nality. 

Beside these tests which led to homogeneous states of stresses and strains, the problem 
of a circumferentially notched specimen subject to a load history with varying strain ampli
tudes has also been investigated, in particular the elasto-plastic stress-strain state in the 
vicinity of the notch root. For that purpose, the two mentioned constitutive models have 
been implemented in the FE computer code ADINA [15]. According to the work of WATA
NABE and ATLURI, the present endochronic theory has been implemented in the same 
elasto-plastic algorithm which is usually used for classical incremental theories . 

. The material constants of both models are determined from hot-tension and low-cycle
fatigue tests using the high-temperature alloy Nimonic PE16. All tests are carried out 
at 650°C under a strain rate of e = 4 · I0- 3 s-1 • 

2. Basic equations of internal variable theory and endochronic theory 

The classical incremental theory of rate-independent isothermal plasticity consists 
of the following elements: 

I) an additive decomposition of the total strain rate (or increment) into an elastic 
and plastic part 

(2.1) :E = Ee+Ep; 
2) a constitutive equation for the elastic strain rate (Hooke's law) 

(2.2) 
• (4) • 

S = C · · Ee; 

3) a yield condition which outlines the set of elastic stress states, e.g., the Huber-Mises 
condition 

(2.3) F(S, A, x) =-} (8'.-A') · · (S' -A')- {-x2 (p) = 0; 

where pis the accumulated effecti\.e plastic strain 

(2.4) 

and, by a geometrical interpretation in the stress hyperspace, the tensor A describes the 
translation of the centre of the yield surface (kinematic hardening) and the scalar x its 
expansion (isotropic hardening); 

4) hardening rules for the "internal variables" A and x in the form of evolution equa
tions 
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136 W. BROCKS AND J. 0LSCHEWSKI 

_!... 

A= A(S, Ep, A , "' s, Ep), 

~ = ~(S, Ep, A,"' s, E,); 
(2.5) 

5) a constitutive equation for the plastic strain rate called the "flow rule" (or nonriality 
rule) 

(2.6) E = {i(oF/oS) for 
P 0 for 

F=O 
F<O 

and ,loading", 
or ,unloading"; 

6) the loading/unloading condition for a stress increment starting from a yield ·state 
F=O 

(2.7) 
{

> 0 
s · · (oFfoS) = o 

<0 

loading, 
neutral loading, 
unloading. 

Various models have been developed within this framework which differ by their evolution 
equations (2.5) for isotropic and kinematic hardening, mainly. CHABOCHE et al. [1, 2], 
e.g., proposed the equations given in the left row of Table 1. 

, A basically different approach to plasticity was given by V ALANIS [3, 4] who proposed 
a constitutive equation 

z 

(2.8) S' = 2G J e(z-z) d}-dz 
0 

which related the present stress tensor to the whole plastic strain history. The "intrinsic 
time" measure z of this history is defined through 

(2.9) 
dC 

dz = /(C) , /(C) > o, /(0) = 1, 

where d C is the incremental arc length in the space of plastic strain 

(2.10) dC = (dEP · · dEP)112 

which, in this definition, differs from the effective plastic strain increment dp just by a factor 
of Y2f3. Apparently, Valanis' "endochronic theory" does not need a yield condition like 
Eq. (2.1) but his constitutive equation (2.8) can easily be rewritten in a form which shows 
a complete analogy to the von Mises yield condition and the evolution equations for 
isotropic and kinematic hardening. V ALANIS and FAN [5, 6] proposed an algebraic expres
sion of three exponential terms for the kernel e(z) which has been slightly modified by 
WATANABE and ATLURI [7, 8]: 

(2.11) e(z) = eo<5(z)+et(z), 
3 

!?t(Z) = .J; cke-txkz, 

1 

Introducing this expression into Eq. (2.8) and taking its Euclidean norm, one obtains 

(2.12) liS' -A' II = 2Geof(C) 
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APPLICATION OF INTERNAL TIME AND INTERNAL VARIABLE THEORIES ... 137 

Table 1. Comparison of the basic constitutive equations in the internal variable and the endochronic theories 
of plasticity, respectively, [8]. 

Internal variable theory 
I 

Endochronic theory I 

yield condition F(G11 , a.,h x, 0) = 0 
1 z dE 

internal variables a.,h x constitutive eq. S' = 2G J e(z-z)--' dZ , v- o az 
P = f pdt, jJ = -~ IIE11 11 intrinsic time dC = lldE11 11 

0 3 
dC 

von Mises IIS'-A'II- v ~ x(p) = 0 
dz = -, /(C) ~ 0, /(0) = 1 

/(C) 

kernel (.?(Z) = eo<5(z)+et(Z) 

IIS'-A'(z)ll = 2Geo/(C) 

evolution equations (Chaboche) hardening . rules (Valanis) 
isotropic hardening 

f(C). = 1 +a tanh:(bC) 
x(p) = "oo+("o-xocJe-bP y2 Gyo 

"o = "(0) = G1o /(0) = 1, eo= Tw 
~(p) = b{x00 -x(p))p 3 
kinematic hardening !?t (z) = .2; c,.e-IX"z 

3 k=l 

A= ,.L;A, z dE 3 
i=l A(z) = 2G J !?t(z-z) d; dZ =};A" 

2 

A= 2 c,(a,E11 - jJA,)+c3E11 

0 k=l 

dA(z) = 2G{(.?t(O)dEp+Ht(z)dz} 
1=1 

flow rule (normality rule) incremental formulation of constitutive eq. 

• 1 (S'- A') · · S • 2G (S'- A') .. E 
Ep = - (S'-A') E = -- (S'-A') 

H 2/3"2 11 
2/3"2 H+2G 

2G(S'-A') .. E 
H = 2G{(.?t(O)+ ;o 

2 
(S'-A')· ·H1 - (S'-A') 

- 2/3"2 (H + 2G) G1o/ 

2 dd dfl 
H= -- +2eo - - J 

3 de11 
dz 

z {de, }j dE, H1(z) = J -- _-_ dz 
0 

dz (z-z) dz 

if the tensor A is defined by 
z 3 z 3 

(2.13) A(z) = 2G J e1(z-z) ~~, dz = 2G 2 ck J e-tX,.<z-"i>dz = 2 Ak. 
0 k=l 0 k=l 

We may now look at Eq. (2.12) as a yield condition and, especially, identify the constant 
2Ge0 with x0 or, physically, with the uniaxial yield strength O'yo and the scalar hardening 
function 2G/(C) of the endochronic theory with the isotropic hardening variable x(p). The 
tensor A' given by the integral equation (2.13) represents the kinematic hardening which 
depends on the whole strain history. 
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138 W. BROCKS AND J. 0LSCHEWSKI 

The analogies between the two concepts of internal variables and internal time, res
pectively, are continued if we differentiate Eq. (2.8) and thus obtain the incremental form 
of the endochronic constitutive equation which originates from V ALANIS and FAN [5]. 
The plastic strain increment appears to meet the normality rule of the classical incremental 
theory. 

Because. of these analogies, summarized in Table 1 and first considered by WATANABE 
and ATLURI, it is possible to easily introduce the concept of internal time in a non
linear finite element program basing on an incremental formulation as, e.g., ADINA [15]. 
Some results of finite element (FE) calculations utilizing both theories will therefore be 
presented in Sect. 4.2. On the other hand, due to the same reason one may expect that no 
fundamental differences will be observed in the stress-strain behaviour described by the 
two models, provided that the identification of the different material parameters has been 
done properly. This presumption has been verified by various strain-controlled calcula
tions of axial/torsional loadings reported in Sect. 4.1. In these calculations, · the original 
equations of CHABOCHE and V ALANIS have been integrated [16, 17] instead of the incre
mental forinulation used in the FE formulation. The integration of the constitutive equa
tion (2.8) appeared to be very sensitive to the incrementation of the strain path. Quite 
different results may be obtained if the number of steps for the time integration is chosen 
too small. 

3. Oveniew and classification of nonproportional loading paths 

In view of the experimentally observed material b~haviour of strain-path-dependent 
hardening, a classification of various nonproportional tests based on the amount of addi
tional hardening was given by BENALLAL and MARQUIS [14]. This represents an attempt 
to define the degree of nonproportionality of a loading path. It was shown in this classi
fication that all nonproportionalloading paths will lie between the in-phase and the 90° 
out-of-phase loading. 

In the present paper a path-dependent integral proposed by McDoWELL [I 8] is used 
to obtain an estimate of the degree of nonproportionality of the loading path. A plastic 
strain based measure which is applicable to all types of nonproportional loading paths 
has been defined as 

(3.1) f/J* = _n 1-7(, -IA- 2 11, n-2 n-2 n 

where 

t 

(3.2) I f . A= . IN· · E ldt f IIEplldt 
1 

p 
B 

and N = E;/IIE;II. E; is the plastic strain tensor at maximum value of IIE;II in a given 
block of loading. The time at the initiation of the current loading block is denoted by t8 • A 
represents the component of the plastic strain rate in the maximum plastic strain direction 
averaged by the plastic strain. 
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The calculation of(/>* requires the plastic strain history. In the present investigation 
the computation of (/>* has been employed on total strain which does not lead to serious 
errors. 

It can be shown that (/>* = 0 for proportional loading and (/>* = 1 for 90° out-of-phase 
sinusoidal, axial-torsional loading with a ratio of Yo! Eo = y3. 

An overview of the loading paths analyzed in the present work and the corresponding 
estimate of the degree of nonproportionality is given in Table 2. In every loading path, 
illustrated by its shape, the maximum equivalent total strain has been kept constant and 
set equal to 0.5%. The predicted material response, i.e., the cyclic hardening characterized 
by the maximum equivalent stress obtained after the 5th cycle, is also given in Table 2. 
Looking at the path-dependent integral (3.2), it can be stated that A yields always to the 
same value if the angle between N and Ep remains constant along the loading path as in 
the cases of LIN!, LIN2 and the stair-tests. Thus (/>* fails to differentiate the various 
stair-tests with respect to their varying degree of out-of-phase hardening as it was shown 
by Benallal and Marquis for 316 stainless steel. 

Table 2. Classification of various nonproportionalloading paths with respect to the path-dependent parameter 4}* 

(12] and the maximum equivalent stress obtained after the 5th cycle (max. eq. total strain= 0.5%). 

LCFl LCF3 LINl LIN2 LIN3 STAOl STA0 2 STA04 STA32 SIN30 SIN60 SIN90 

8 0 0 e 0 0 (2) 0 0 © ed 0 
<l>* 0 0 0.806.· 0. 806 0.624 0.806 o. 806 o. 806 0. 806 0.116 o. 232 1 

av 577 588 560 552 558 845 62 3 594 589 588 595 644 

Gc 587 59 7 645 640 625 618 607 603 602 600 622 677 

4. Results 

4.1. Homogeneous stress states (a, T) 

Table 2 defines a number of different strain-controlled axial torsional experiments 
and classifies them with respect to their degree of nonproportionalloading by a scalar (/>*. 

These strain paths have been taken to check the. behaviour of the Chaboche and the Valanis . 
model. 

The evolution equations for x(p) and A(p) of the Chaboche model and the hardening 
functionf(C) and the kernel e(z) of the Valanis model are described in Table I. The ma
terial parameters of the respective functions were adopted to a hot tension and a LCF 
~est of the nickel based alloy PE16 [19]. Both tests were carried out at 650°C and a strain 
rate of i = 10- 3 s-t, the LCF test with a strain amplitude of Eo = 0.0258. For the Valanis 
model, the fitting process described by V ALANIS and FAN [6] was used for the kernel and 
the hardening function. The material data are summarized in Table 3. All the calculated 
processes meet the condition that the effective total strain 

(4.1) e = fE
2 +y2/3 

does not exceed 0.005. 
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140 W. BROCKS AND J. 0LSCHEWSKI 

Table 3. Material parameters of PE16 for the incremental constitutive models of Chaboche and Valanis used 
in the FE calculations 

Chaboche I Valanis 
I 

I 
parameter I SI-unit I value I parameter I Sl-unit I value I 

\ 

E MPa 150000 E MPa I 150000 
v - 0.3 v - I 0.3 
Xo = a,o MPa 425 eo - I 0.00327 

- l 

Xoo MPa 647 a - 0.3 
b - 15 b - 10 

a1 MPa 87.3 cl I - 1.879 
a2 · MPa 200 c2 - 0.133 
c1 - 3570 c3 -

I 
0.042 

Cz - 7 <Xl -

I 

4749 
C3 MPa 3000 <X]. - 550 

<X3 - 1.39 

Figures 1 to 7 show the material responses of Chaboche's and Valanis' model, labelled 
by CHand VA, respectively, in the (u, 't') plane during one loading cycle of 

three tests with abrupt changes of the loading directions (LINI, LIN2, Lll'l3), 
three stair tests (STAOl, STA02, STA04) and 
one out-of-phase test (SIN30). 

Y3 r (f1Pa) 

-500 0 500 
cr(MPa) 

FIG. 1. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) (a;r)-response to the first cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path LIN 1. 
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-500 0 500 
a(MPa) 

FIG. 2. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) (a, T)-response to the first cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path LIN 2. 

-500 0 500 
a{MPa) 

FIG. 3. Comparison of Chacoche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) (a;r)-response to the first cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path LIN 3. 

{141] 
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...f3 T(MPa) 

-500 a 500 
u{HPa) 

FIG. 4. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) (a;r)-response to the first cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path STAOl (stair test). 

-500 0 500 
c;(MPa) 

FIG. 5. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) (a, r)-response to the first cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path STA02 (stair test). 

[142] 
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-500 0 500 
6(MPa) 

FIG. 6. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) (a, T)-response to the first cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path STA04 (stair test). 

fir(MPa) 

-500 0 500 
u (MPa ) 

FIG. 7. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Yalanis' (VA) (a, •)-response to the first cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path SIN30 (out-of-phase loading). 

[ 143] 
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The effective stress 

(4.2) 

which has been reached after the first cycle of a comparative LCF tension test under 
Ba = 0.005 is represented by a circle of the radius a = 547 MPa in these figures. Thus it 
is easy to see whether the strain hardening reached after one cycle of different nonpropor
tionalloadings depends on the strain path and differs between the two constitutive models. 
In addition, Figs, 8 and 9 show the stress-strain curves, ~(e) and r(y), for the out-of-phase 

cs (MPa ) 

f-

500 

1-

1-

1-

-
0 

-

-
-

-

- 500 

-
I 

-0.005 

~.:.:.:·~:.::.::.;; ... 
.;~" ./,.-., 

I ~~ I 
1/ / 

/ II I 
I / I 

I / / 
/ l/ // 

51N30 
......... cH -
-- VA 

I I I I I I I 

0 0. 005 
E 

FIG. 8. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) a( e)-curve for the first cycle of a strain con
trolled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path SIN30 (out-of-phase loading). 

loading SIN30. As the mathematical functions which are used to describe the strain and 
cyclic hardening of the material differ between the Chaboche and the Valanis model, the 
determination of "material properties" from experimental data is rather a procedure of 
curve fitting and thus the parameters used for the two models are different and not directly 
comparable. This will probably explain some of the minor differences which can be obser
ved with respect to the hardening behaviour in Figs. 1 to 9. Alltogether, no significant 
differences between the capabilities of the two models to predict the material behaviour 
under complex load histories can be found in the first loading cycle. 

This may become different if more cycles are considered, as it is done in Table 2. Some 
of the loading paths show a significant difference of the two models with respect to the 
effective stress which is reached after five cycles. The greatest difference exists for the stair 
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VJT(MPa) 

-

500 

-
,_ 

1-

1-

0 

-

-
1-

-500 

r 
I 

-0.005 

,j ,,.'/ 
/~// 

// 
'// I I 

il 
I I 

I Jl 
/ ill _/ 

I' j" 
./ 

I I' I / 
I // 

I / 
I-"/ 

I'" SIN 3D 
-......... CH 

--VA 

I l I I I I I I 
0 0.005 

~/V3 

FIG. 9. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) T(y)-curve for the first cycle of a strain control
led homogeneous axial torsional test, load path SIN30 (out-of-phase loading). 

a(MPa) 

FIG. 10. Comparison of Chaboche's (CH) and Valanis' (VA) (a, T)-response to the fifth cycle of a strain 
controlled homogeneous axial torsional test, load path STAOl (stair test). 

10 Arch. Mecb. Stos. 1/89 [145] 
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Load (kN) 

40~------~------~------~------~----~ 

-40 

0 5 10 15 

~ 
~·· · · 

RLH 

--EX 
.. ........ CH-
---VA 

20 25 
Time(s) 

FIG. 11. Comparison between predicted load time behaviour of a smooth bar unde( random loading with 
experimental data (PE16: () = 650°C, i = 4 ·10- 3 s- 1). 

6 (f1Pa) 
~-----r------------.-----------~r---~ 

1000 RLH 

-- EX 
...... ... CH 
-- VA 

-0.01 0 0.01 

FIG. 12. Comparison between predicted stress-strain behaviour of a smooth bar under random loading 
with experimental data (PE16: () = 650°C, i = 4 · 10- 3 s- 1

). 

[146] 
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test STA01 where the effective stress obtained from the Va1anis model is 37% higher than 
that from the Chaboche model. The reason becomes clear from Fig. 10 where the fifth 
loading cycle is plotted. While the kinematic hardening reaches a state of saturation in the 
Chaboche model, it continues to increase in the Valanis model which is apparently due 
to Eq. (2 13). As no experimental data exist for the given material under this kind of 
loading, it cannot yet be decided which of the numerical simulations meets reality better 
than the other. In order to examine the model behaviour with respect to loading histories 
with varying strain amplitudes, a so-called random load history (RLH) has been con
sidered. At first, some results obtained from a smooth specimen are shown in Figs. 11 and 
12. In addition, Fig. 11 contains a sketch of the load history. The numerical predictions 
in form of a load vs. time (Fig. 11) and a stress/strain diagram (Fig. 12) have been com
pared with expenmental data which are denoted by (EX). From these results it can be 
concluded that the examined material models give an adequate accuracy in predicting 
the material response at least for uniaxial loading conditions. 

4.2. Inhomogeneous stress states (0', r) 

Since all our structural components contain stress and strain concentrators as, for 
example, notches, it is more important to study the b~haviour of notched specimens. But, 
unfortunately, the experimental techniques are not developed to measure the strain state 
at the root of sharp notches at high temperatures. Therefore, as yet we are not able to 
compare the FE results with experimental data, but we hope to overcome these experi
mental difficulties in the future. Hence a comparison can be made only on the basis of 
the two constitutive models. 

As an example for a structural component, a circumferential notched cylindrical bar 
subjected to a loading program with variable strain amplitudes has been analyzed. The 
finite element idealization and the loading history (RLH) are given in Fig. 13, 70 axisym
metric 8-noded elements giving rise to 462 degrees of freedom. The finite element analysis 
based on the two constitutive models mentioned above has been carried out using the· 
FE program ADINA [15]. The results are given in Figs. 14 to 21. Additional results can 
be found in [20, 21]. 

In Fig. 14 the material response close to the notch root characterized by the notch
opening stress-strain relationship is shown. The minor differences are based on the distinct 
slopes reflecting the different hardening behaviour of the two models. This is pointed out 
more clearly in Fig. 15 where the relation between the notch opening component of Cau
chy's back stress tensor and the corresponding plastic strain component is plotted. Here, 
a very different description of the kinematical hardening behaviour can be observed. In 
order to answer the question for the correct modelling of the kinematical hardening be
haviour, the calculated strain state or, alternatively, the displacement state at the notch root 
must be compared with experimental observations. In Fig. 16 the variation of the radial 
displacement taken at the net section of the bar in the course of the loading history is 
shown. This is a very sensitive measure of the hardening state at the notch root. Figure 
17 exhibits the relationship to the corresponding outer loading. 

10* 
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FIG. 13. Axisymmetric FE mesh, Kr = 2.5, random load history (RLH). 

The notch opening stress distribution in_ the net section of the notched specimen refer
ring to several load events of the loading program, denoted by A to F, are shown in Figs. 
18 and 19. Both models show a very similar stress response. Comparing the load events 
A and C or F, an increase of the stress maximum can be detected. This is due to the tran
sient hardening behaviour of the material used for these calculations. A comparison of 
the loading events A or B and D shows the influence of previous loading events, for exam
ple, an unloading situation which leads to a residual stress state. 

Figures 20a, b and 2la, b show the variation of the multiaxial stress state calculated 
at the vicinity of the notch root in the principal stress space, i.e., in the deviatoric stress 
plane (JI-plane). It is seen that in the inelastic regime a nonproportional variation of the 
stress state takes place. Therefore, a nonproportionalloading situation has to be consid
ered locally, even when the outer loading is · purely uniaxial. Therefore the question arises 
regarding the limitations of the concept of smooth specimen simulation. 
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5. Conclusions 

According _ to an idea of Watanabe and Atluri, internal variable and internal time 
theories of plasticity may be unified by an appropriate choice of kernels in the latter. 
This has been verified not only with respect to analogies of equations but by a number 
of different numerical investigations of proportional and nonproportional, homogeneous 
and inhomogeneous stress and strain states. If the different material functions used in 
both concepts are adopted properly to experimental' data, no significant differences will 
arise between the responses of the two constitutive models in most cases. 

Some exceptions have been found concerning the kinematic hardening behaviour 
of the investigated models. First, one of the stair tests with an extremely eccentric load 
path in the strain space (STAOI) showed increasing differences in strain hardening with 
continuing cycles because the V alanis model did not reach a saturation state as the Cha
boche model did. Second, the z- component of the back-stress tensor, lX:zz, in dependence 
on the plastic strain differed between the models for a notched bar. 

The dependency of strain hardening on the kind· of load paths during the tests which 
has been observed experimentally does not seem to be predicted adequately by both 
models though some effects could be realized numerically. As corresponding experimental 
data are missing for the investigated steel, no final conclusion can be drawn. 

A satisfactory measure of the degree of nonproportionality of a given load path has 
not yet been found. The definition of (/)* given by McDowell turned out not to differ
entiate between different stair tests. As it refers to the plastic strain, it becomes material
dependent and cannot characterize the load path itself. 

Additional experiments are necessary for the same nonproportional tests investigated 
numerically in the present paper. Besides biaxial tests under homogeneous tension and 
torsion, uniaxial experiments on notched bars will give valuable information about multi
axial states induced by the notch if the radial displacement at the notch root can be measured; 
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